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Contemporary social conditions foster concern for public safety at both the macro- and
microlevels. Citizens invest substantial sums in home and vehicle alarm systems, laws
protecting the Second Amendment rights to bear arms are consistently upheld, and
concealed weapons permits and firearms sales are proliferating. Local, state, and federal
governments fashion laws to promote public safety and struggle with economic restrictions
on funding law enforcement services.

The bottom line is simple: In every safety-related scenario, the frontline guard is the
law enforcement officer. Cop Watch: Spectators, Social Media, and Police Reform can be
useful to all psychologists interested in public safety and law enforcement, particularly those
aligned with forensic and police psychology. It has the potential of being a supplemental
textbook or assigned reading for courses in criminal justice, sociology, and social work,
perhaps more so in those disciplines than in psychology per se.
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For various reasons, there is skepticism about police. For example, Walker and Katz
(2005) intimated that law enforcement is being dishonest in saying that its primary role is
crime fighting by “making unjustified claims for effective crime prevention” (p. 16). Walker
and Katz were prone to search for signs of corruption, beginning with the individual officer
and extending through the chain of command to the prevailing organizational culture: “A
police department becomes progressively corrupt because the department’s leadership does
not actively combat corruption” (p. 456). They asserted that negativity is especially elevated
toward people of color: “Disparities based on race and ethnicity are found in all parts of the
criminal justice system” (p. 385). To the contrary, MacDonald (2003) examined
iconoclastically the issue of racism among police and concluded that the prevailing anticop
orthodoxy was unjustified and could actually harm Black Americans.

In modern society, the mass media have a penchant for fictionalized beliefs about law
enforcement. Ferrell, Hayward, and Young (2008) said that “fast-moving mediated images
and bits of information reverberate and bend back on themselves, creating a fluid porosity of
meaning that defines late modern life, and the nature of crime and media within it” (p. 129)
and, in looping fashion, that “the gritty, on-the-ground reality of crime, violence, and
everyday criminal justice is dangerously confounded with its own representation” (p. 130).
Thus, when one is appraising law enforcement, there is a distinct possibility of
contamination from media representations.

A potential strategy for strengthening support of law enforcement is to create
constructive interactions relevant to public safety that focus on social, community, and
institutional issues, objectives, and functions. Respectful, sincere, and learned engagement,
sharing, and exchange between representatives of the public and law enforcement constitute
community policing: “The latter part of the 20th century and beginning of the 21st have seen
movements within policing to enhance relations within the community and to enlist the
community as a partner in combating crime and improving overall quality of life” (Miller,
2006, p. 17).

Some might avow that Hans Toch is the creator of community policing. After
receiving his doctorate in social psychology at Princeton University (1955), he did a 10-year
stint as a psychology professor at Michigan State University and then settled into a
professorship in the School of Criminal Justice at the State University of New York at
Albany and established a distinguished career.

In his earlier book (with J. D. Grant, 2005), Police as Problem Solvers, Toch dealt
with the roles for the participants in problem-oriented policing. He advocated using the
community-policing framework to “contribute to the survival of enlightened democratic
institutions” (p. 331); he said, “The less repressive we can be about the business of ensuring
our security, the safer the preservation of our culture” (p. 330).

In his new book, Cop Watch, Toch tracks the trajectory of concern about unfairness in
policing from the 1960s to the present. Considerable influence on public opinion about



policing is attributed to the media. Toch further believes that the occupational and political
cultures in which law enforcement exists have changed.

Toch acknowledges that the public does not always facilitate law enforcement.
Referring to the 1960s and 1970s, he states: “For most of the officers, the animosity they had
been experiencing [from bystanders] in the community was unadulterated subversion or a
product of deficient child rearing that produced disrespect for authority” (p. xvii).

Being a social psychologist, Toch recognizes that passive spectators can affect the
outcome of police interventions. When collective resentment is demonstrated, officers must
be attuned to the psychology of crowd formation, which constitutes a distinct risk. In
police–citizen confrontations, there continues to be concern about unfairness and brutality in
the police response.

To their credit, law enforcement sources progressively tried to ameliorate these
negative concerns by developing new policies (e.g., recruitment and promotion of minority
officers) and procedures (e.g., the police chief being an active change agent relevant to
complaint cases). Toch explores each of these concerns meticulously, including by use of
narratives.

As the years went by, the cacophony of media-based (i.e., commercially motivated)
messages about law enforcement kept the spotlight on “nasty misconduct” (e.g., in the
Rodney King case), which maintained and heightened the “chorus” of criticism of policing
(note that Toch adopts the word chorus to describe public responses). Although

public police–citizen confrontations are likely to attract crowds of spectators today just as

they did decades ago . . . the level of acrimony among these spectators has become

attenuated, in that there is no longer much of a threat of chorus members turning into riot

participants. (p. 86)

Instead of rioting, “bystanders at the scene tend to appear at the scene heavily armed
with recording equipment” (p. 86). Similarly, social networks and instant messaging are
commonplace for conveying information about police–citizen encounters.

According to Toch, modern policing emerged by 2010. Stated simply, law
enforcement is now accommodating of due process. There is greater awareness of the
community, and the police culture has made adaptations to balance the chorus and public
safety sources. Regardless, Toch accepts that there are continued disparities: “In some
respects, the situation across the country has deteriorated” (p. 150).

The contents of this book represent a litany of case-by-case analyses and authoritative
opinions. Although Toch attempts to be evenhanded, there is an abundance of comments
about the negatives associated (rightly or wrongly) with law enforcement. As reflected in the
foregoing sentence, there seems to be a disproportionate amount of material on the
negatives, with minimal coverage of the positive progress and accomplishments of law
enforcement. He concludes with this admonishment:
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The question for the police profession . . . is whether the lessons of history (or of the

prehistory of policing) have been sufficiently absorbed, given the ominous adage that those

who do not attend to the past are fated to repeat it. (p. 163)
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